
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
FE RRARI BRUT 
The historic wine of Ferrari and a manifesto for the perfect combination Trentino’s 

terroir with Chardonnay grapes. 

Appearance - Fine and persistent perlage with a lively straw yellow and faint greenish highlights. Nose - Fresh and intense, with a broad fruity 

note of ripe golden delicious apples and wild flowers, underpinned by a delicate scent of yeast. 

Taste - Harmonious and well—balanced, with on attractive undertone of ripe fruit and hints of crusty bread 

 

FE RRARI PERLE ROSE 
A vintage rose obtained from the matchless Pinot Noir grown in the vineyards owned by Lunelli family. Designed to satisfy true 
connoisseurs 

Appearance - Delicate old rose with a fine and persistent perlage.  

Nose - An intense and elegant bouquet. With dominant notes of ripe berries [currant, wild strawberries and raspberries] and attractive hints 

of orange zest and roses. 

Taste - Elegant and velvety. The excellent structure highlights the typical qualities of Pinot Noir embellished by a delicate hint of spices, sweet 

almonds and yeast: all components that give added harmony and persistence   

FE R R AR I  PER L É B IA NC O R I S E RVA 
Made from a strict selection of those lots of Chardonnay that Ferrari’s winemakers deem to be most suitable for long ageing, it is a Trentodoc 
Riserva that seduces you with its versatile personality, delights you with its harmony and wins you over with its elegance. 

Appearance - The fine persistent perlage swirls admist its golden highlights. 

Nose - The highly complex bouquet reveals notes of candied citron, quince jam and floral sensations, giving way to intriguing nuances of 

iodine and spicy bread. 

Taste - Freshness and tanginess meld in perfect harmony with the refined mellowness deriving from its long maturation on the lees. A 

magnificently long finish offering hints of white pepper and dried apricots 

         ZIGGURAT MONTEFALCO ROSSO D.O.C 
              A combination of the power of Sagrantino and the elegance of Sangiovese, the Montefalco  Rosso from        

              Tenuta Castelbuono, which is certified as organic, expresses all the charm of a region with an age-old    

              winemaking tradition 

Appearance - A brilliant ruby red in colour. 

Nose - It immediately strikes one with the elegance and complexity of its broad aromas of cherries and cloves, which give way to balm-like 

tones. 

Taste - The same elegance is to be found on the palate: a wine of splendid balance, which is mouth-filling and remarkably powerful, yet very 

fresh. It is already extremely enjoyable, but will also undoubtedly benefit from a little ageing. 

        STREGA LIQUORE   
Liquore Strega is soft, smooth and bittersweet with herbs & vanilla in a delicate balance. Such a lovely drink can, and should be enjoyed any 

time. 
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